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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to Measure the effect of different 
feedback combinations of success and effectiveness, on the attempted 
leadership, attraction to the group, group esteem and self esteem of 
self-oriented, interaction-oriented, and task-oriented group members.
The Subjects consisted of 1P2 students enrolled in the intro­
ductory psychology course at Mississippi Southern College. These Ss 
were divided into 48 four-person groups segregated by sex, and homo­
geneous in self, task, or interaction-orientation. Orientation type 
was determined by the S.I.T. Only those Ss scoring in the upper 
quartile on the self, task or interaction Scale were used in this 
study.
The task consisted of Q city ranking problems. The S was to rank 
the five cities according to sire, from largest to tatallest. After 
each group member initially ranked the cities privately, they were al­
lowed time to discuss the rankings and reach a group decision which 
they reported to the t. The amount of time spent talking in reaching 
the group decision was attempted leadership.
The first three trials served as a base line for attempted leader­
ship since no feedback was given on these trials. On the remaining 
trials each group member was given feedback concerning his influence 
on the group and information concerning the effectiveness of the group.
A person*s influence on the group was fed back by use of ammeters at­
tached to his panel. The individual group member knew only the feedback
vi i i
given hi*. In addition to the information concerning the members* 
influence on the group decision the group was informed as to it*? ef­
fectiveness in solving the groups proble* as compared to other groups. 
Combining these feedback conditions allowed for four treatments!
effectiveness and successful influence, group effectiveness and 
failure to influence the group, group ineffectivenesa and successful 
influence, and group ineffectiveness and failure to influence the 
group decision. Twelve groups were randomly assigned to each of the 
four treatment, condition*! four high self-oriented, four high 
iuteraction-oriented and four task-oriented.
At the end of the second and the ninth problems each member of the 
group rated the group esteem, self esteem, and attraction to the group. 
The study indicated that successful-effective feedback had a depressing 
effect on attempted leadership. This conflict was explained by 
Festinger** dissonant theory. This study also Indicated that the feed­
back combination* differentially influenced task, self and interaction- 
oriented group members. It was found that the self-oriented members 
were minimally influenced by the different treatments. The crucial 
feedback for the interaction-oriented person was successful or unsuc­
cessful influence. Personal influence was more important than the ef­
fectiveness of the group in Solving the problem. In general the 
taak-oriented leader did not exert much additional effort if the group 
was effective.
Attraction to the group and group esteem were increased if the 
group was effective regardless o f  the person’s contribution t o  that
Xsuccess. The Individuals self esteei, however, was dependent upon the 
success of the person In influencing the group decision regardless of 
whether the group was effective or ineffective.
INTRODUCTION
When * person is placed in a leader less group discussion he is in 
a position to display leadership, but the group members vary in the 
extent that they attempt to lead* According to Bass (I960) the degree 
to which a person attempts to influence others is determined by many 
factors such as his orientation, his esteem, and the degree to which 
he is attracted to the group. Bass has also hypothesised that future 
attempts to lead are influenced by past feedback of success and ef­
fectiveness as a leader. These hypotheses are an outgrowth of numer­
ous studies in the field of social behavior (Bass, I960).
Feedback in Group Studies
Jenkins (1948) has discussed the i^>ortance of feedback in the 
productivity of discussion groups. He suggests that without knowl­
edge of results the group members may become aggressive toward each 
other or escape the situation through boredom, and suggests the use 
of a “productivity observer" to provide the necessary feedback.
Leavitt and Mueller (1951) agreed that feedback is an aid to accuracy 
in interpersonal communication and that absence of feedback is accom­
panied by hostility and low confidence. A study by Gibb, Smith, and 
Roberts (1955) noted similar results. Positive feedbsck produced sig­
nificantly less defensive feeling than negative feedback* Feedback 
concerning feeling produced significantly less defensive feeling than 
task feedback.
V tyer and Bass (1957) found that the groups receiving feedback 
were significantly more accurate in their group discussion than groups
2receiving no feedback. They inferred that the groups with feedback 
"learned to learn" rather than merely acquiring content.
lelaaa (1950) Manipulated feedback in the autokinetic situation 
in order to study the effects of Motivational and experimental fac­
tors upon the individual's suggestibility. He found Ss given feedback 
indicative of success had lower suggestibility scores than the control 
group (without feedback), while Ss who were given feedback indicative 
of failure showed higher suggestibility scores than the control group. 
Kelman also pointed out that Ss in the control group were subject to 
conditions of greater conflict, thus displaying wore variability in 
their scores.
Rosenberg and Hall (1958) have stated that the results available 
to an individual working in a dyad are his own results, the ether group 
members* results and the group results. They fed back this iaforwation 
in all six possible conblnations. They found that teams containing a 
subject who received only feedback about his team ante showed poorest 
individual and tean accuracy and greatest response differentiation.
Orientation Types
Lewis (1944) has Made the distinction between task-orientation and 
ego-orientation. She uses ego need to mean selfish greedsj needs re­
stricted in scope to the enhancement of self. Pouriezos, Hutt, and 
Guetxkow (1950) have wade a similar distinction between behavior in­
duced mainly by the requirements of the group situation and behavior 
generated from within the individual.
Bass (1960) has pointed out that within a particular group the
3members differ in what attracts the* to tbe group. This in turn deter­
mines what will be rewarding to the particular group member. Some of 
the members will find satisfaction if and when the group attains task 
success; others will be satisfied if the group affords opportunity for 
harmonious interactions with other group members; still others will be 
attracted to the group if they expect to gain direct rewards for them­
selves, regardless of the amount of interaction and task success of 
the group. Even though the individual’s orientation depends on the 
particular goal of the group of which he is a member, certain person­
ality needs are likely to bring about self-orientation; others are 
likely to promote task or interactlon-orientation.
Task-Or ientatlon
Task-oriented persons will help the group obtain the group’s goals, 
solve its problems, overcome barriers preventing the successful com­
pletion of the group’s tasks. The task-oriented member will be sensi­
tive to whether his attempts are producing task effectiveness. He will 
csase leadership attempts if he perceives the group to be effective or 
if he believes his leadership is resulting in lower group effectiveness. 
The task-oriented member works hard within the "roup to make it as pro­
ductive as possible. Thus he will tend to be rated as the most helpful 
to the group. Vidulich (I960) found that the task-oriented individual 
described himself as self sufficient and resourceful, controlled in will 
power, needing endurance, aloof and not sociable, sober and excitable, 
introvertive, radical, not dogmatic, lacking in need for heterosexual­
ity, having high need for abasement, aggressive and competitive, lack­
ing in need for succorance, not fearful of failure, mature, and calm.
4Interaction-Or Iented pcrtong
Interaction-oriented icabera are concerned with foraing friend­
ships, strong interpersonal relationships and sharing with others. 
Whether or not the group attains the external goal is irrelevant to 
the satisfaction of interaction-oriented aeabers. Interaction ef­
fectiveness is aost rewarding to this type of individual. The in­
teraction-oriented aeaber atteapts leadership aost when he perceives 
the group interaction as being low. Tannenbaua, lallejian, and 
Weschler {1954) suggests that the interaction-oriented appointed leader 
avoids atteapting leadership because of fear of losing "face** if the 
atteapt is interpreted as a failure.
The interaction aeaber is considerably aore superficial in his ap­
proach to group activities than either the self-oriented, or task- 
oriented aeaber. His atteapts to aaintain haraony within the group 
aakes it difficult for hi a to contribute to the group's progress.
Vidulich (I960) found that the interaction-oriented aeaber has need 
of affiliation, is socially group dependent, lacks need for achieveaent, 
lacks need for autonoay, is wara and sociable, and lacks need for ag­
gression.
Self-Oriented Persons
The self-oriented subject perceives the group as a place where be 
can air his personal probleas and gain prestige. His tendency to in­
teract regardless of the effectiveness of the leadership suggests, ac­
cording to Bass {I960) that he will atteapt leadership independent of 
group success. Thus, groups coaposed of a any self-oriented neabers are
5likely to attain task or interaction effectiveness. Stotland (1956) 
reported that self-esteem is redaced by failure sore when the failure 
is known publicly; hence the self-oriented aeaber should be more 
sensitive to public failure.
The self-oriented aeaber is seen as non-responsive to the needs 
of the group. His concern with hiwself is detriwental to his being 
accepted by the other group neubers. Vidulich (1960) found that the 
self-oriented aeaber, described hiwself as disagreeable, dogwstic, ag- 
gressive-cowpetitive, sensitive-effeminate, introvertive, suspicious- 
jealous, tense-excitable, manifestly anxious, lacking in control, 
immature-unstable, needing aggression, needing heterosexuality, lacking 
in need for change, fearing failure and feeling Insecure.
Measurement of Orientation Types
Vambach and Bass reported by Bass (1961) assembled thirty triads
of statements in an attempt to measure the orientation of the indivi­
dual. Bach triad contained one statement which was considered by 
logical criteria, to be most acceptable to task-oriented examinees, one 
statement most acceptable to interaction-oriented examinees, and one 
statement most acceptable to self-oriented members.
Each examinee was asked to choose the alternative of each triad
they agreed with most and the one they agreed with least. The task-
oriented score was obtained bf assigning a score of *2 if the task- 
oriented alternative was selected as the wo st agreeable, nothing was 
added to the task-oriented score if the task-oriented alternative was 
marked as the least acceptable. If the task alternative was neither
6accepted or rejected a score of +1 was added to the task orientation 
score. The self-oriented and interaction-oriented alternatives were 
scored in the sawe way.
Since the initial forw of the SIT it has gone through three re­
visions the present forw being Fora C which contains 27 triads.
Validity of SIT
Bass (1961) found a point biserial correlation of .47 when task- 
orientation scores of those who completed the task were cowpared with 
the quitters. The point biserial correlation comparing the inter­
action scores of those who elected to work together and those who want­
ed to work by thewselves was .27.
Bass (1961) also found that task-oriented Ss were as likely to 
sign up to obtain their scores as task-oriented wewbers.
Bass (1961) in another study found that task-oriented Ss were 
•ore likely to volunteer, while self-oriented and interaction-oriented 
Ss did not differ significantly on the volunteer effect. He found 
that the interaction-oriented Ss chose discussion to a greater degree 
than self-oriented Ss. But this difference was not significant. There 
was little difference between task-oriented and interaction-oriented 
•embers in the degree to which they chose to work in groups and work 
alone. Self-oriented Ss shifted to volunteers when offered pay for 
their time.
Orientation Type and Group Attraction
Pouriezos, Hutt, and Guetzkow (1950) Jotsid that when self-oritn- 
tation was displayed in discussion groups, productivity was lower and
the group neabers were less satisfied with the group** interaction, 
decision, and its leadership. Groups which were high in expressed 
self-oriented need tended to perceive thenscIves as less unified than 
the low need groups. Bass (1961) found that the self-oriented group 
aenbers tended to rate wore favorable the balanced group (composed 
without reference to SIT) than they did a group cowposed of all high 
self-oriented aenbers. According to Bass the discussion was acre con 
rerned with process and development than with content.
According to Bass (1961) the task-oriented aeabers believed that 
the reconposed group was not as adequate, did not work as hard and 
yielded less realistic discussion than the balanced group. The task- 
oriented aeabers felt they worked hard, but were not successful in 
solving the problem.
The interaction-oriented group aeabers, Bass (1961) points out, 
felt that the recomposed group was a real improvement over the bal­
anced groups. They felt the reconposed group had more clear goals, 
worked harder, had more practical and realistic discussions than the 
balanced group.
Esteem and Leadership
Bass (1960, p. 277) defines esteea as "the value of a member as 
a person, his perceived potential to bring about rewards, avoidance o 
punishment, reinforcement, goal attainment for the group, regardless 
of the position he occupies."
Moreno (1953) hypothesized that the higher the esteem of a group 
member the greater would be the volume of words elicited and accepted
8by the ^Toup. Slater (1955) also found that popularity correlated .38 
with the amount of tiae a group aeaber spends talking. Again, Horaan 
(1<>50) has found that interaction is initiated by persons of "higher 
social rank."
Bass (1960) includes esteen aaong the factors which he considers 
to have an influence on atteapted leadership. The person with high 
esteea will be acre likely to atteapt leadership than the low esteen 
individual•
In line with his theory on orientation Bass (1960) hypothesizes 
that the traits of a successful leader will be dependent on the traits 
of the followers. He found that the successful leaders in a group of 
high interaction aeabers the highest interaction, which is in line with 
his hypothesis. The task-oriented leader is higher than average on 
task-orientation, while the self-oriented leader seens to be low in 
self-orientation.
Purpose and Hypotheses
Bass (1961) has predicted that the task-oriented subjects would 
attempt the aost leadership and the task-oriented person would be aost 
sensitive to feedback of task effectiveness. Bass* theory also indi­
cates that the ooabination of successful influence coupled with ef­
fective group performance should lead to the greatest increase in 
atteapted leadership. Other factors influencing atteapted leadership 
according to Bass (1960) would be the esteea of the group, attraction 
to the group, and the self esteea of the individual. Thus, froa Bass* 
theory the greatest degree of atteapted leadership should occur when
otask-oriented aeabers who have high self esteea and esteea for the group 
and who are attracted to the group, are fed back successful personal 
influence followed by effective results. In a pilot study by McDonald 
reported by Bass (1961) it was found that feedback appeared to differ­
entially influence the different types of orientation. The differences 
were not ststintically significant, but this led to an interest in the 
present study.
This study atteapted to investigate the effect of different types 
of feedback on the atteapted leadership of self-oriented, interaction- 
oriented, and task-oriented group aeabers. On the basis of McDonald’s 
pilot work, and Bass* theory it was hypothesized that:
1. False feedback of successful leadership coupled with group 
effectiveness will lead to the greatest increase in atteapted 
leadership.
2. Self-oriented, task-oriented, and interaction-oriented aeabers 
will differ in the degree to which they atteapt to lead regard­
less of feedback. The task-oriented aeaber will atteapt the
nost leadership and the self-oriented aeaber the least.
3. The self-oriented person should be least responsive to feedback, 
especially feedback related to the groups effectiveness or in­
effectiveness.
4. The interaction-oriented person should be aost effected by 
feedback related to individual success or failure in influ­
encing the groups decision.
*>. The task-oriented individual should be sensitive to the groups 
effectiveness regardless of his success as a leader.
6. Attraction, esteea, and group es£*ea will be effected by orien­
tation type and feedback given tc the group.
METHOD
Subject! and Motivation
Subject! consi!ted of 192 !tudent! enrolled in the introductory 
psychology course at Mi!sis!ippi Southern College who volunteered to 
participate. SIT scores on these S^ s had been obtained previously in 
the stumer. To provide an incentive for volunteering (see Appendix A),
Ss received three additional points, and each neaber of the most ef­
fective group received ten additional points towards his final course 
grade .
For the purpose of this study a subject was considered to be high 
in a particular orientation if he was in the top quartile on that par­
ticular scale and low on the other two. For exaaq>le if a S was in the 
top quartile on the self scale he was placed in the high self group.
The Ss who were high on more than one scale were eliminated from the 
study. The cutoff score on the SIT for the self group was 27, the in­
teraction group was 30, and the task group was 36. The Ss were divided 
into 48 four-person groups, segregated by sex, and homogeneous in self, 
task, or interaction orientation.
Procedure
When the group was brought into the roow they were seated in a 
semi-circle so that the poster listing the cities to be ranked was equi­
distant from each. Each group member was told to put on his michrophone. 
The E then read the instructions (Appendix B).
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Bacb problem consisted of each aeaber ranking the five cities pri­
vately, before and after the group discussion, during which the group 
as a group was required to rank the cities. All groups were treated 
•like with respect to the above procedure. The probleas were presented 
in a counterbalanced order.
Bach of the nine sets of five cities were presented to the groups 
on poster cards (see Appendix C). The task was to rank the cities ac­
cording to population as deterained by the 1960 census. For each list 
of cities there were four rankings! an initial private ranking (X), a 
group ranking (G), a final private ranking (Y), and a correct ranking 
(R). Ss registered t^eir rank orders of the five cities directly into 
an analog coan»ter. The computer developed by Bass has been described 
in detail elsewhere (1957).
The four rankings were fed directly into five rating panels by
the B and Ss. Each of the JSs panel consisted of two rows of 5-position
selector switches, with 5 switches per row. E*s panel allowed the £ 
to record the group aecision (G) and the correct rank order (R) for 
each problea. The initial private rankings (X) were aade by manipula­
ting the left bank of switchs, and the final private rankings (Y) for 
each S was recorded by use of the right bank of switches. A sliding 
panel permitted the S to view only one bank of switches at a time.
B*s panel contained five rows of lights which indicated tied ranks by 
the Ss. These ties were eliminated by the B informing the S which rank
was tied and reminding him that tied ranks were not allowed. The sums
of cross products were indicated by means of a specially calibrated 
aanaeter.
12
The amount of tine each S participated in the group diacusaion was 
measured by electric elocka activated by throat nicrophonea. This pro­
vided a neaaure of attenpted leadership as defined by Baas (I960).
Attached to each of the five S*a panel was a calibrated ammeter 
which allowed £ to feedback information as to the S*a success in in­
fluencing the group by nanipulating switches which activated the 
anneter on his panel. The meter had four positions, least. little. 
more. and most which allowed E to present a range of feedback.
The 48 groups used in the experiment consisted of 16 groups com­
posed of sclf-oriented members, 16 groups made up of task-oriented 
moibers, and 16 groups composed of interaction-oriented members.
Bach member of the group was given feedback about his influence 
on the group decision as well as the effectiveness of the group. A 
persons influence on the group was fed back at the end of each trial 
by use of ammeters attached to each of the subjects* panels. The 
individual group member did not know what feedback was given to each 
of the other group mestoers. Bach S was asked to record this informa­
tion by checking the corresponding place on his influence rating scale 
which he was not to let his neighbor see. The purpose of this was to 
make the Ss pay attention to the feedback given them. As pointed out 
private feedback could indicate least. little, more. or most influence 
on the group decision. We attempted to feedback either personal fail­
ure in influencing the group decision or personal success in influ­
encing the group decision. All members of the group received the same 
private feedback. In order to appear more realistic 5 of the feed­
backs were extreme and 2 were less extreme. For example, if we were
13
feeding back personal failure five of the feedbacks Indicated least in­
fluence and two of the feedbacks indicated little influence.
Feedback as to the group*a effectiveness was provided by the E 
telling the group at the end of each trial how effective it had been 
in solving the problea. The group was inforwed as to the accuracy of 
the group by publicly indicating whetuer its performance was excellent. 
very good average, poor or bad as coapared to similar groups of stu­
dents. The Ss also had to record this information on his rating scale. 
The group was told it was either effective in solving the groups prob­
lem or was ineffective in solving the groups* problem. a combination 
of the conditions allowed for four treatments: public effectiveness
and private success: and public effect!veness and private failure:
public ineffectiveness and public success: and Public ineffectiveness
and private failure. Twelve groups were randomly assigned to each of 
the four conditions} four high self-or iented. four high task-oriented, 
and four high interaction-oriented. A diagram of the feedback and 
orientation treatment is shorn in Appendix D.
No feedback was given on the first two trials. The first feedback
was given at the end of the third trial. The Ss were told the first two
trials were practice trials. The first three problems allowed a base
for comparing the effect the feedback was having on attempted leader­
ship. The treatment was administered at the end of each of the last 
seven trials.
At the end of the second and the ninth problems each member of 
the group was given a rating sheet (see Appendix £)« He was instructed 
to rate to what extent he would want to be retested with this group and
14
also to rate how much each member of the group including himself con­
tributed to the effectireness of the group.
The experimenter made notes on what appeared to be significant 
comments by the groap during the group discnssion.
RESULTS
Attempted leadership or Amount of Participation
Attempted leadership was defined by Baas (I960) as the asiount of 
tine each participant talked in reaching a group decision. In the 
present study the E used ancunt of tine spent talking at- th* dependent 
variable.
The raw scores on the anount of tine spent talking by each nenber 
of the group was combined into blocks of three trials each and prepared 
for a Lindquist (1953) Type III analysis of variance. The rows in the 
analysis were types of feedback, the columns were orientation type and 
the slices were trials. A trial in the analysis was of the total anount 
of tine spent talking on three trials. A Bartlett test for homogeneity 
of variance was run on the raw data. The Bartlett test yielded a Chi 
Square of 230.54 with 35 degrees of freecjon. Since nost tables are not 
prepared for groups of this Sire the Chi Square was converted to a Z 
Store of 13.07 which was significant beyond the .001 level indicating 
these data did not neet the assumption of homogeneity of variance.
A scatter plot of the neans and standard deviations of the 36 groups 
was made to determine if any relationship existed. The scatter plot in­
dicated that the means and standard deviations were positively corre­
lated. Pollowing Edwards (1960) suggestion that in cases in which the 
standard deviations tend to be proportional to the mean a transformation 
to v common logarithmic scale was performed or. the original scores.
is
16
A Lindquist (1953) Type III analysis are reported in Table I. The 
asount of tine spent talking in setn log tine is reported in Table II.
The orientation main effect was statistically significant. As noted 
in Table III the task-oriented group members attempted leadership more 
than either interaction-oriented or self-oriented group members. The 
self-oriented group members, as predicted by Bass (1961), attempted 
leadership lesst. The trial main effect was also significant was also 
significant. When we disregard orientation the Ss attempted more 
leadership on the first three trials than on the later trials. The 
trend of the overall trial means is shown in Figure 1. To test the 
overall linear trend we have an F of 6.24 with 1 and 360 degrees of 
freedom. This is significant beyond the 5% level, and we conclude that 
the overall trend is linear. To test whether there was a significant 
curvature in the overall trial means a quadratic component was computed. 
This yielded a F of less than 1, indicating that there is no significant 
curvature in the overall trend of the trial means.
The feedback main effect of the Type III analysis was not statis­
tically significant. Table IV summarizes the linear and quadratic com­
ponents of the interactions with the trials. The Feedback X Orientation 
X Trials linear component is statistically significant. The feedback 
quadratic component is significant indicating the differences in curva­
ture of the trends are significant. This can be seen in Figure 2. 
Analysis of Feedback X Orientation
In order to better understand the meaning of the Feedback X Orien­
tation X Trial interaction each feedback cell was subjected to a separate 
Lindquist (1953) Type I analysis. The results of these analyses are
17
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reported in Table V-VIII. The Orientation X Trial interactions were 
significant for the successful-ineffective and fallure-effect Ive 
treatments. They were not significant for successful-effective or 
failure-ineffective treatments. The graphs for each feedback treat­
ment are found in Pigures 3-6. In these figures the initial level of
the group was established over the first three trials and taken as rero.
This was used as a basis for establishing mean log change.
Prom Figure 4 we can see that when the group members were told the
group was ineffective but the member was successful in influencing the
decision the task-oriented member continued to try to change the group 
by attempting leadership. The self-oriented member's performance was 
considerably depressed as a function of successful-ineffective feedback. 
The interaction-oriented member's performance was initially depressed, 
but as successful-Ineffective feedback continues the interaction- 
oriented person increases in leadership attempts.
Figure 5 indicates the effect of failure on different types of 
orientations in influencing the group decision, and effectiveness in 
solving the group's problem. The task-oriented members initially in­
creased attests at leadership but as the group was given additional 
feedback of group effectiveness and personal failure in influencing the 
group decision the task oriented member decreases in attempts at leader­
ship. The self-oriented member was initially depressed by failure- 
effective treatment but as the feedback continues the self-oriented 
person increases in attempted leadership. The interaction-oriented S 
continued to increase in attempted leadership over all six trials under 
this condition of feedback.
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Bach orientation cell was subjected to m separate Lindquist Type 
I analysis of variance (1<»53). The results of these analyses are re- 
P°r^e<l in Tables IX-XI. These results are graphed in Figures 7-9,
Task-Oriented Subjects
The analysis for the task-oriented aeaber, is reported in Table 
IX, The Feedback X Trial interaction was significant beyond the 5% 
level. The results are plotted in Figure 7.
One of the most surprising results was the depressing effect of 
successful-effective feedback on task-oriented members. As the feed­
back continued, attempts to lead decreased over the six feedback trials. 
With unsuccessful-effective and unsuccessful-ineffective there was an 
initial increase in attempted leadership followed by a decrease as the 
feedback continues.
Self-Oriented Subjects
The summary of the analysis of variance of the effect of treatment 
combinations of success and effectiveness on attempts to lead or self­
oriented members is reported in Table X. No statistical significance 
was found because the within group variability was so larg«. The graph 
for the self-oriented group is shown in Figure 8.
The self-oriented member was most influenced when he was continuous­
ly fed back personal success in influencing the group decision, but that 
their group was always inaccurate and ineffective} they decreased In 
their attempts to lead over the six trials.
Interaction Oriented Subjects
The summary of the analysis of variance of the effect of treatment
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on attoapts to lead by interaction-oriented members is reported in Table 
XI. The feedback X Trials interaction is significant beyond the 1% 
level. The results are shown in Figure b.
The interaction-oriented nenber was wore sensitive to feedback than 
the self-oriented newber. When the interaction wewber was given feed­
back of successful influence there was an initial depression in attempts 
to lead followed by an increase. The increase was greater when suc­
cessful influence was paired with feedback of the group's ineffective­
ness.
When the interaction-oriented newber was given feedback of unsuc­
cessful influence he initially increased attewpts to lead, but if he 
was told he was ineffective he decreased in attempted leadership. How­
ever, if the feedback was unsuccessful-effective the interaction- 
oriented person continues to increase in attewpts to lead.
Effectiveness-Success
The analysis of the effect of effectiveness is reported in Table 
XII and graphed in Figure 10. The results were not statistically sig­
nificant. The results of the effect of success reported in Table 
XIII, however, indicate that the Success X Trial interaction is signi­
ficant beyond the 5% level. As we look at Figure 11 we caw see that 
the task person wss sensitive to his own success, and if he perceived 
hiwself to be successful he increased his attewpts to lead. The self 
person, on the other hand, was indifferent to success. fcven when he 
was told he was successfully influencing the group he decreased in at- 
tewpts at leadership. The interaction person's attempts to lead were 
initially depressed by success but then increase as feedback continues.
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Attraction to the Group
The rating of the ^*a attraction to the group was obtained by use 
of a five point rating scale. A rating of "not at all** waa weighted 
LOO, "a little," 200, **to none extent," 300, "fairly nuch," 400, "a 
great deal," 500. The wean group attraction before and after feedback 
was subjected to a double classification analysis of covariance.
The analysis of covariance of the effect of different types of 
orientation and treatment on attraction to the group is reported in 
Table XIV. The nean ratings of group attraction before and after feed­
back are reported in Table XV. The feedback between the orientation 
types wain effect was significant beyond the 5% level, indicating that 
orientation types differ in the degree to which they are attracted to 
the group. The interaction oriented group neuber* were wost attracted 
to the group, and the task-oriented aeabers were least attracted to the 
group, before feedback. After feedback the wost change occurred with 
the task-oriented weubers. The interaction-oriented neaber shifted in 
the saae direction as the other two orientation types but not to the 
same degree.
It was also found that the feedback wain effect was significant 
at the .001 level. With successful-effective feedback and unsuccessful- 
effective feedback attraction to the group increased while with suc­
cessful-ineffective and unsuccessful-ineffective attraction to the group 
decreased. Thus it appears that persons were attracted to groups that 
were effective regardless of their influence on its effectiveness, and 
were not attracted to groups that were ineffective even though they were 
contributing to that state.
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Group Estees
The aeuure of group eaters was the aean rating of the perceived 
worth to the group of all the group sesbers except the rater. The wean 
rating of group estees before and after feedback are shown in Table XVI, 
The analysis of covariance of the effect of different types of orien­
tation and feedback on the group esters is reported in Table XVII. The 
P between treatsent sain effect was significant beyond the 1% level in­
dicating that the type of feedback differentially effects the group es­
ters. As with attraction, group estees increased when the sesber 
perceived the group as effective, but decreased when he perceived the 
group as ineffective. The greatest increase in group estees was with 
succesaful-effective feedback. Generally, when groups were fed back 
ineffectiveness, there was a greater decline in estees than there was 
increase with effective feedback.
The orientation sain effect was significant at the 5% level. This 
indicates thst the different orientations rated group estees differ­
ently. In genersl the interaction-oriented sesber esteesed the other 
group sesbers sore than the self or task-oriented sesbers. The self- 
oriented sesber generally had the lowest opinion of the other acubers 
of his group after feedback.
Self Bstces
Self estees is defined as the individual’s perceived self-worth 
to the group, and was evaluated by his self-rating. The before and 
after ratings of self estees are shown in Table XVIII.
Table XIX report the results of the analysis of covariance of the
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effect of orientation type and feedback on the self estees of the group 
member. The feedback nain effect was significant beyond the 1% level. 
It was found that successful personal influence was the crucial vari­
able in influencing self esteem. When the person perceived himself as 
having been successful in influencing others his self esteem increased 
whether the group was effective or ineffective. If he was not success­
ful in influencing the group his self esteem decreased. This is op­
posite from attraction and group esteem where the most important 
determiner was effectiveness.
The between orientations main effect was also significant beyond 
the 1% level. It was found that the self-oriented, and interaction- 
oriented groups rated themselves highest and the task-oriented members 
rated themselves lowest in self esteem.
DISCUSSION
The theoretical points confirmed by the present study as well as 
the exceptions to Bass* theory will be discussed.
Feedback and Leadership
One of the priwary purposes of this study was to investigate the 
effect of different feedback combinations on the attempted leadership 
cf group members regardless of their orientation* The results of this 
study erafirss the hypothesis that feedback differentially influences 
the attempted leadership of group weavers.
Bass (1960) points out that when a person has successfully in­
fluenced other group members in the past this serves as an incentive 
for the person to attempt leadership on the next trial. He also points 
out that if the group is rewarded by following the leader then on the 
next trial the leader will be successful, but if the group fails in 
reaching the goal after following the leader then on the next trial the 
group members will reject him and he will be an unsuccessful leader.
This would suggest that the successful-effective feedback combi­
nation would be sost conducive to an increase in attempted leadership, 
while failure-ineffective should lead to a decrease in attewpts to lead 
on the part of the group member,
The present study, however, indicates that successful-effective 
feedback had a depressing effect on attempted leadership. This was not 
In the direction expected by the E. There are two factors that may
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account for the difference between the expectations and the results.
The first possibility is that when you hare a group that is operating 
at high effectIrenes* it is unnecessary to hare leadership. Thus if 
a person is successful in influencing the group and the group is ac­
curate in solring the group's problem the person nay perceive the 
task as being relatively easy and therefore feel that it does not re­
quire very wuch leadership. This would lead to the initial dro*> off 
in attempted leadership by all nenbers. As Bass (1960) points out 
maximum successful and effective leadership occurs where the problems 
faced by the group are not so difficult that nenbers withdraw from then, 
nor so easy that little change in behavior is necessary to solve theai.
The second possible answer to the conflict can be found in the 
work of Festinger (1961). Festinger points out that when people be­
lieve the task is easy they nay question the value of the reward, on 
the other hand when the task is wore difficult they are wore willing 
to accept the importance of the reward. Festinger discusses this in 
terns of it being a dissonant relation, that is If the task is diffi­
cult they have three choices; first they could withdraw frow the group, 
but in this study this was inpossible, secondly, they could convince 
theasrlves that they like what they are doing or thirdly, they could 
increase their perception of the value of the reward. In the present 
study the only treatment that showed initial increase in attempted 
leadership was the unsuecessful-ineffective feedback.
Thus in line with Festinger*s theory the ^s in this treatment tn 
order to endure the negative feedback had to believe the reward was 
worth enduring for, thus accounting for the initial increase while with
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succcssful-effective feedback felt the task was too easy. This was 
accomplished probably by believing the other groups were of low ability.
If the feedback of unsuccessful Influence and inaccurate decision 
continues the group members become discouraged and there is a drop off 
in attempts to lead. This occurred because the shock of the feedback 
is now gone. This is demcntrated by the comments of the group members 
recorded by the Ii. After the first feedback the groups were very con­
cerned about their showing. This is evidenced by statements such as:
“We are not going to listen to you any more.** and “What’s wrong, we 
have got to get on the ball.“ In one group the members were so anxious 
to get Started on the group discussion after the first two negative 
feedbacks that they started the group discussion before they had ini­
tially ranked the cities privately.
After the sixth feedback it was observed that the group was trying 
to either laugh off its failure by inquiring after the group decision 
was reported but before the feedback “How bad did we do?" or by dis­
placing their frustration. One member of a high self group observed 
during the discussion that the E looked “ shifty eyed, and that he didn’t 
trust psychologists."
With successful-ineffective and unsuccessful-effcctivc combina­
tions, since there was some reward the groups were not as frustrated 
by the feedback to the degree that it was obvious to the E.
Orientation and Attempted Leadership
Bass in his theory points out that attempted leadership is not only 
a function of feedback of previous success and failure, but it is also
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• function of the individual** orientation.
On the firat three trials, without feedback of any type, the 
interaction-oriented person spent the aoat tine talking and the self­
oriented group nenber the least tine. This is in the direction per- 
dicted by Bass (1961) who observed that the interaction-oriented person 
is rather superficial in his concern for the task of the group. This 
was the experience of the B who noted that nuch of the discussion of 
the interaction-oriented person was irrelevant to the problen confront­
ing the group.
This study indicated however, that over the nine trials the task- 
oriented group nenber spent wore tine attenpting leadership than either 
the self-oriented or interaction-oriented group nenber.
The self-oriented groups spent the suallest anount of tine talking. 
This is in line with Bass* hypothesis concerning the behavior of the 
self-oriented nenber. In a group , he is a r datively less responsive 
individual. Bass (1961) found that it was difficult to Motivate the 
self-oriented person to volunteer. In a recent study by Frye, Osburn 
and Stritch (1961) it was found that self-oriented fourth grade children 
refused to use their recess to check their exan papers when given an op­
portunity while task-oriented students renained in class until the recess 
period was over, checking and rechecking tbeir papers. In the present 
study the £ observed that it was wore difficult to obtain the self­
oriented groups than either task-oriented or interaction-oriented groups.
The Effect of Feedback on the Attewpted Leadership of Self- 
Oriented, Task-Oriented, and Interaction-Oriented Group Mewbers
The third hypothesis states that false feedback of successful or 
unsuccessful leadership coupled with poop effectiveness or ineffec­
tiveness will differentially influence the attenpted leadership of 
self-oriented, interaction-oriented, and task-oriented group nenbers.
Self-Oriented Subjects
It was expected that the self-oriented nenber would attenpt leader­
ship regardless of the effectiveness of the group. Bass had pointed 
out that the self-oriented nenber perceives the group as a place where 
he can gain prestige. Thus it was expected that feedback would have 
little effect on the self-oriented nenber.
Generally speaking, the self-oriented groups were nininally in­
fluenced by the different treatnents. The graph (Figure 8) seens to 
indicate great differences between the effects of different feedback 
on the attenptcd leadership of self-oriented group nenbers, but these 
differences were not significant because of the large within group 
variability. There was nuch norc variability with the self-oriented 
Ss than with the task-oriented or self-oriented nenbers.
A suggested reason for the large within group variability of the 
self-oriented nenber subjected to different types of feedback can be 
found in a study by Vidnlicb (1960). Vidulich found the self-oriented 
nenber to be suspicious-jealous, fearing failure, and feeling insecure. 
It was a high self person who stated the E looked “shifty eyed" and 
that "he didn’t trust psychologists." Another high self person stated 
"It is all a trick—-we were just trying to get then to fight with each 
other." More iaportant in explaining the results was a statenent nade
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by another high self subject. He stated after being fed back unsuccess- 
ful-laeffactive "we probably were net telling them the truth anyway." 
High self members may have been more suspicious of the feedback thus 
accomating for the variability. Neither task-oriented nor interaction* 
oriented members indicated in any way that they did not believe the 
feedbaek.
The type of feedbaek that was most effective in changing the be­
havior of the self-oriented S was feedback of group ineffectiveness.
This was not In the direction predicted by Bass who had expected the 
self-oriented person to ignore the goal of the group and be insensitive 
to feedbaek concerning it.
The self-oriented member was most effected when he was tcld that
I
he h a d  successfully influenced the group, but the group was ineffective. 
When he received this type of feedback he decreas>l in attempted leader­
ship over the six feedbaek trials. McDonald in a study reported by Baas 
(1961) had found the opposite, that is, success-ineffective feedback in­
creased the attempted leadership of the self—oriented member by about 
although v , h i s  increase did not continue to the last trial.
There was several differences between the present study and the one 
carried out by McDonald that nay account for this difference and others 
that were found. First in the present study we used groups homogeneous 
as far as orientation was concerned. All members of the group were of 
the same orientation. McDonald's groups were heterogeneous in orienta­
tion. Each group contained one self-oriented, one task-oriented, one 
interaetion—oriented and one residual member. As Bass (1961) indicated
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homogeneous groups behave differently from heterogeneous groups. He 
found for example that self-oriented So when placed in homogeneous 
groups were not as happy as they had been In the heterogeneous groups. 
When • eli-oriented members were in the same sensitivity group they spent
their time discussing process rather than content. So one factor that 
may account for the difference is the type of group.
Another difference was time pressure. In the McDonald study the 
£s had three minutes to reach a group decision and report it to the E.
In the present study there was no time pressure. The Ss had as long 
as they wanted to reach a group decision. There was no pressure of any 
kind from the E thus the 5 controlled the length of time they spent on 
any of the problem. As Bass (1961) notes concerning the McDonald study 
the performance of a S in one category was not independent of 3s in the 
other categories. If one orientation type monopolised the discussion, 
the Ss in the other orientation type would hare to decrease his perform­
ance.
In the present study since all mmsbers of the group were of the 
same orientation type, and since there was no time pressure the effect 
cf other group members should not be as critical, because no matter how 
long one person talked there was still time for the other people to 
talk.
In addition in a recent study by Stritch and Frye (1961) on the 
effect of time pressure vs no time pressure it was found that time 
pressure effected the coalescence and stability of the group. The 
group subjected to time pressure did not feel they had enough time to 
express their opinion and were frustrated by the treatment. So apart
6 0
from the influence of other group member, time pressure Itself may ac­
count for the difference•
Interaction-Oriented Subjects
Bees (1961) predicted that the Interaction-oriented member would 
be likely to concern himself primarily with maintaining a "happy-go- 
lucky" group atmosphere. Their concern is to maintain a conflict free 
situation. McDonald found that with the exception of personal success 
as a leader coupled with ineffect Irenes a the interaction-oriented mem­
ber first shewed a depression in attempts to lead with success— 
Ineffective feedbaek there was an initial Increase in attempts to lead 
reaching a maximum followed by a decline.
In the present study the crucial feedback for the interaction- 
oriented person was successful or unsuccessful influence. Personal 
influence was more important than the effectiveness of the group in 
solving the problem. When the interaction-oriented S perceived himself 
as being unsuccessful as a leader he increased in leadership. This was 
true whether the group was accurate or inaccurate, in fact there was 
greater initial increase if he found the group to be inaccurate. Hov~ 
ever, if the feedback of unsuccessful leadership coupled with inaccurate 
group decisions continued the interaction-oriented subject became dis­
couraged and withdrew from leadership.
The interaction—oriented person in the face of failure did not 
react the same way as the self-oriented S. We pointed out earlier the 
self—oriented S reacted by showing hostility toward the g and the other 
group members. The interaetion-oriented Ss, after the first initial
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•hock of the feedback, returned to their "good naturedness” and laughed 
off the results of the group*■ inaccuracy. This is what we would ex­
pect frow Viduiieh's (1961) findings of the personality characteristics 
of the interaction-oriented group nenber. He found that the interaction- 
oriented nenber described himself as needing affiliation, lacking in 
aggression, and lacking in need for achievement.
Also it was observed by the B that the interaction-oriented spent 
more tine dealing with irrelevant material than either the task or 
•elf-oriented Ss, For example, the interaction-oriented female Ss may 
discuss their "boyfriends** or joke about the names of the cities. This 
type of behavior was not observed in the other orientation types
Hemphill (1961) points out that he measures attempted leadership 
by a different technique than Bass because Bass cannot account for ir­
relevant discussion time which Hemphill states is not attempted leader­
ship. Where Bass assumes that all conversation in a leaderless group 
discussion situation is attempted leadership Hemphill uses frequency of 
attempted leadership. Attempted leadership according to Hemphill occurs 
only when there is "a clearly recognizable intention on the part of the 
group member to initiate or to make a change in the form of interaction 
which the group is to use in its mutual problem-solving activities.**
With interaction-oriented Ss the two techniques may yield differ­
ent results but since most of the interaction of th« self and task- 
oriented members appeared to be relevant to the problem assigned the 
results of the two techniques would be similar.
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Task-Oriented Subjects
The task-oriented member was expected to attempt leadership when 
he could increase the effectiveness of the group. He could increase 
the effectiveness of the group. He was perceived as less likely to 
attempt leadership for personal gain.
McDonald found that with successful-effective feedback the task- 
oriented member increased their attempts to lead by 200% where in the 
present study there was a decrease over all six feedbaek trials. We 
have already pointed to some possible reasons for the different find­
ings. It may be simply that if we are effective in comparison to 
other groups and this is our goal, then why should we have an increase 
in leadership if all group members are task-oriented? But when you 
have a mixed group with a fixed amount of time to spend talking, and 
the interaction-oriented group member drops off drastically in attempts 
to lead then the task-oriented member may not be reacting to the feed­
back but merely taking up the slack of the other members,
Witn the exception of successful-of£ective feedback all types of 
feedback led to an initial increase in attempted leadership. With 
failure-effectiveness and failure—ineffectiveness this increase was fol­
lowed by a decrease. It is interesting to note the similarity of these 
two curves. The greatest gain was when you hare successful influence 
coupled with the group's ineffectiveness.
In general we can say that if the group is effective the task- 
oriented leader is not going to exert much additional effort, unless 
he is unsuccessful. But if the group is ineffective then he is going
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to try to increase the effectiveness of the group by attempting leader­
ship. The increase in attempted leadership that could not be predicted 
from Bass’ theory was unsuccessful influence coupled with effectivenss. 
According to Bass (1961), the task-oriented member in this situation 
should have been satisfied and not hare attempted leadership. McDonald 
also found that failure-effective feedback leads to an increase in at­
tempted leadership. This suggests that even though the task-oriented 
group member is primarily concerned with the group's effectiveness they 
are not insensitive to their own position.
Bass (1961) reported that Waabach in an attempt to validate the 
self scale of the SIT Form X, placed a list on the bulletin board in 
the psychology office and assumed that the person who signed the list 
to get their score would be highly self—oriented. In a recent attempt 
to validate a child scale of the SIT Frye, Osburn and Stritch (1961) 
foound the task-oriented person to be more concerned with his score than 
the self-oriented. This again points to the relative concern of the 
task-oriented person for his individual performance.
The task-oriented person appears to be interested in the goal of 
the group, but this is not completely altruistic. He is also concerned 
with personal reward.
Attraction. Group Esteem, and Self Esteem
Attraction to the group increased only when the group was effective. 
This is what was expected from Baas' definition of attraction. He de­
fines attraction as being anticipated effectiveness and points out that 
attractiveness is dependent on the group's past effectiveness. From
i>U
Baa*1 theory we would expect the member in groups that were Ineffective 
and thus not attractive, to withdraw from the group. In general thie 
was true, If we disregard orientation type the only Ss to maintain a 
consistent level of attempted leadership were the Ss receiving unsuc­
cessful-effective feedback. The unsuccessful-^qeff^yfr^ve showed a 
large initial increase but then dropped off below their initial level.
Bass found that task-oriented members placed in groups of all 
task-oriented members felt this group was less adequate as a group, 
had less clear goals, did not work as hard, did not yield as practical 
a decision as a group composed of mixed orientation types. Likewise, 
the present study indicates that initially the task-oriented member was 
least attracted to the group. However, when fed back information that 
the group was effective as compared with other groups the attractive­
ness of the group increased the most and .hen he was told the group was 
ineffective the attractiveness decreased for the task-oriented member 
the roost.
It is interesting to note that feedback of success increases the 
person's self esteem regardless of whether the group was effective or 
ineffective.
Suggestions for Further Research
The present study points to several additional studies. First the 
present study should be repeated with heterogeneous groups to see if 
heterogenous groups behave differently from homogeneous groupr as Bass 
predicts. An additional study should be done in which the treatments
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are switched. In other words what happens to attempted leadership when 
So who hare been given successful-effective feedback are changed to 
fallure-flineffective feedback.
31MMAKY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpoee of this study was to evaluate the effect of feedback 
combinations of success and effectiveness on the attempted leadership, 
group attraction, group esteem, and self esteem of self, task, and 
interaction-oriented group members.
This study has indicated several important factorn about orien­
tation types and feedback* First the self-oriented person tends to 
be non-responsive, a non-volunteer while the interaction-oriented per­
son was primarily concerned with personal success, when he perceived 
himself as being unsuccessful as a leader he Increases attempts to lead. 
The task-oriented leader on the other hand is more concerned with the 
groups effectiveness.
Attraction and group esteem depended upon the effectiveness of the 
group. Also the present study indicated that the interaction-oriented 
member was most attracted to the group and the task-oriented member was 
least attracted. Self esteem was dependent on feedback of success when 
the person believed that he had influenced the group he increased his 
rating of s elf esteem.
In conclusion, the present study indicated a difficulty in social 
research. Studies that manipulates only one variable will tend to con­
firm social theory while it is difficult to fit studies of larger scope 
into present social theories.
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3 .  T h e  b e s t  i n s t r u c t o r s  a r e  t h o s e  w h o :
s  l i v e  y o u  i n d i v i d u a l  h e l p  a n d  ac-  in 
i n t e r e s t e d  i n  y o u  
t  M a k e  a f i e l d  o f  s t u d y  i n t e r e s t . !  n r ,
1 M a k e  t h e  c l a s s  i  f r i e n d l y  g r o u p  
w h e r e  y o u  f e e l  ' r e e  t o  e x p r e s  a n  
o p i n i o n
a .  T he  w o r s t  i n s t r u c t . o r e  a r e  t h o  e w h o :
3 a r e  s a r c a s t i c  a n d  s e e m  t o  t a k e  a 
d i s l i k e  t o  c e r t a i n  p e o p l e  
i  M ak e  e v e r y o n e  c o m p e t e  w i t h  e a c h  
o t h e r
t  S i m p l y  c a n ' t  r e t  a n  i  e -  a c r o s s  
a n d  d o n ' t  e v e n  s e .  m i n t e r e s t '  d 
i n  t h e i r  s u b j e c t
5 .  1 l i k e  my f r i e n d s  t o :
i  ’* a n t  t o  h e l p  o t h e r  w h e n e v e r  p o s s i b l e  
s  B e  l o y a l  c t  a l l  t i m e s  
t  b e  i n t e l l i g e n t  a n d  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  
a  n u m b e r  o f  t h i n g s
K e y :
s  -  s e l f - o r i e n t e d  i t e m
i  -  i n t e r a c t i o n - o r i e n t e d  
i t e m
t  -  t a s k - o r i e n t e d  i t e m
6 .  My b e s t  f r i e n d s :
i  A r e  e a s y  t o  r e t  
a l o n g  w i t h  
t  Know m o r e  t h a n  I  
d o
s  A r e  l o y a l  t o  me
7 .  I  w o u l d  l i k e  t o  h e
k n o w n  a s :
a A s u c c e s s f u l  a e - s o n
f An  e f f i c i e n t  p e r s o n
i A f r i e n d l y  p e r s o n
8. I f  1 h a d  my c h o i c e ,
I w o u l d  l i k e  t o  b e :
t  A r e s e a r c h  s c i e n t i s t
i  A g o o d  s a l e s m a n
s  A t e s t  p i l o t
9 .  A s  a k i d ,  I  m o s t
e n j o y e d :
i J u s t  b e i n - r ,ri t h  t h ^  
g a n g
t  T h e  f e e l i n c  o f
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t ,  1 h a d  
" i f t e r  I  d i d  s o m e t h i n ’ 
w e l l
s  B e i n g  p r a i s e d  f o r  
s o m e  a c h i e v e m e n t
1 0 .  S c h o o l s  c o u l d  d o  a  
b e t t e r  j o b ,  i f  t h e y :
h T a u g h t  c h i l d r e n  t o  
f o l l o w  t h r o u g h  o n  a 
j o b
s  E n c o u r a g e d  i n d e ­
p e n d e n c e  a n d  a b i l i t y  
i n  c h i l d r e n
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12. If I had more time, I would 1 8 .  
like tot
1 Make more friends 
t Work at ay hobby or learning 
something new and interesting 
s Just take it easy, without any 1 9 .
pressure
1 3 .  I think I do my best when:
i I work with a group of people 
who are congenial 
t I have a job that is in my line 
s ffy efforts are rewarded
20.
1 A .  What I like best is:
s Being appreciated by others 
t Being satisfied personally with 
my performance 
i Being with friends with whom I 
can have a good time
21.
15. I would rather that a story about 
me appear in the newspaper:
t Describing a project I had 
completed 
s Citing the value of my actions 
i Announcing my election to a
fraternal organisation 22.
l f . I  learn best when my instructor: 
s  Provides me with individual 
attention 
t Stimulates me into working
harder by arousing my curiosity 
i Makes it easy to discuss matters 
with him and with others
1 7 .  Nothing is worse than: 2 3 :
s Having your self-esteem damaged 
t Failure on an important task 
i Losing your friends
1 like:
s Personal praise 
i Cooperative effort 
t Wisdom
I am disturbed considerably 
by:
i Hostile arguments 
t Rigidity and refusal to 
see the value of new ways 
s Persons who degrade them­
selves
I would rather:
i  Be accepted as a friend 
by others 
t Help others to complete 
a mutual task 
s Be admired by others
I like a leader who:
t Gets the job done 
s Makes himself respected 
by his followers 
1 Makes himself easy to 
talk to
I would rather:
i  Have a committee meeting 
to decide on what the 
problem is 
t Work out by myself the 
correct solution to the 
problem 
s Be valued by my boss
Which type of book would you 
rather read:
i A book cm getting along 
with people 
s  An historical romance 
t A how-to-do-it book
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24. Which would you prefer:
i Teach pupils how to play 
the violin 
3 Play violin solos in concerts 
t Write violin concertos
2 5 .  Which leisure-time activity is 
more satisfying to you:
s Watching westerns on TV 
i Chatting with acquaintances 
t Keeping busy with interesting 
hobbies
26. Which would you prefer, assuming the 
same amount of money was involved:
t Plan a successful contest 
s Win a contest
i Advertise the contest aud get 
others to participate
27* Which is most important to you:
a To know what you want to do
t To know how to do what you want
i To know how to help others to do
what they want
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APPENDIX B 
Instructions to all Groups
This is a test to measure the group's effectiveness in reaching 
a group decision. Each member of the most effective group will re­
ceive ten points toward his final grade in the psychology he is now 
taking. Every participant will receive three points. On the poster 
in front of you are listed five cities. Your task will be to rank 
them according to populations, regardless of position on the poster. 
The largest city is ranked 1, next largest is ranked 2, and so on to 
the smallest which is ranked 5* No ties are permitted. Slide the 
cover of the box on your right toward you. Notice the 5 switches 
A, B, ... E which each iiave 5 positions 1, 2 ,  ....5* Use these to 
record your private opinion. For example: if you think the correct
order is: largest-D, the C, A, E, with B smallest you set switch D
to Position 1, C to Position 2 ,  A to Position 3, E to Position k ,  
and B to Position 5. Close the box top when through. Are there any 
questions? You now have 3 minutes to reach a unanimous group decision 
and report it to me. After you have reported the group decision to 
me you will again rank order the decisions according to size. This 
time you will slide the cover away from you. Remember this is a pri­
vate decision and may or may not agree with the group decision.
After each problem you will be privately informed how much you 
influenced the group decision. This will be shown by the meter on 
your ranking-panel, least. little. more. and most. Record this in­
formation on the scratch paper before you (do not let your neighbor
7i»
see this). Then you will be verbally informed as to the group accuracy - 
bad, poor, average. very good. excellent. Record this information also 
on the scretch paper. The information furnished to you is obtained by 
comparing your performance with that of similar groupe of students.
Remember, earning extra points depends on both how much you In­
fluence the group decision and the accuracy of the group decision.
Are there any questions? (In response to questions, influence ■ GX 
from analog computer) (E is to reinforce any comments re group 
effectiveness)
The procedure was repeated until all nine problems were completed.
At the end of the second trial and the ninth trial each S was given a 
rating sheet and the following instructions: I want you to fill out the
sheet in front of you. At the top of the sheet, you will see this ques­
tion. "If you were to take this test again for the same reasons, to 
what extent would you want to be retested with the present group?" You 
are to answer thi3 question by placing a mark in the space by one of the 
five choices on the sheet. Do this now. Next, you are to follow the 
directions below the question. That is, "Indicate the extent each 
number's removal from the group would be a loss to the group's effec­
tiveness." Be sure to mark one of the choices by each timber of the 
sheet. The numbers correspond to your seat numbers, as indicated by the 
tags on your chairs. Mark one choice for each person including yourself.
The E also added after trial nine - this rating may or may not 
agree with the first rating, after all you know much more about the 
group and its members now than you did after the third trial.
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Prob­
lem
N o ,
1
2
APPENDIX C 
RANKING CITY PROBLEMS
Rank 
Order of 
Presen­
tation
in Set
3 
1 
5
4
City
Hammond, Ind ? 
Huntington, W. Va. 
Laredo, Tex, 
Montclair, N. J, 
Culver City, Calif,
lent
No.
Rank 
Order of 
Prob- Presen­
tation
in Set
2 
5
3 
1
4
Trenton, N. J. 
Pontiac, Mich, 
Atlantic City, N, J 
James tow, N. Y. 
Northampton, Mass,
2 Camden, N. J.
3 Quincy, Mass.
5 Port Arthur, Tex,
4 Plainfiald, N. J,
1 Beloit, Wine.
1 Winston-Salem, K.C,
3 Pawtucket, R. I.
4 Irvington, N, J.
7 Fitchburg, Mass.
5 Mason City, Iowa
4 Cambridge, Mass.
3 Harrisburg, Pa.
1 Pensacola, Fla.
2 Linden, N. J.
5 East Lansing, Mich,
h Knoxville, Tenn.
5 Durham, N. C.
1 Pi*tsfield, M a s s .
3 Williamsport, Pa.
2 Garfield, N. J.
2 Canton, Ohio
3 Kalamazoo, M i c h .
4 Charlestown, S. 0,
5 Salem, Ore.
1 Cumberland, Md.
4 Columbus, Ga. 
Clifton, N. J.
5 Asheville, N. C.
3 Casper, Wyo.
1 Femdale, Mich.
4 Duluth, Minn.
5 East Orange, N.  J.
2 Gadsden, Ala.
1 Salem, Mass.
3 Nutley, N. J.
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Feedback
Successful
Effective
Successful
Ineffective
Failure
Effective
Failure
Ineffective
Total
APPENDIX D
DIAGRAM SHOWING THE ASSIGNMENT OF SUBJECTS 
TO THE DIFFERENT TREATMENTS
Orientation
Self Task Interaction Total
4 groups 4 groups 4 groups 12 groups
16 subjects 16 subjects 16 subjects 48 subjects
4 groups 4 groups 4 groups 12 groups
16 subjects 16 subjects 16 subjects 48 subjects
4 groups 4 groups 4 groups 12 groups
16 subjects 16 subjects 16 subjects 48 subjects
4 groups 4 groups 4 groups 12 groups
16 subjects 16 subjects 16 subjects 48 subjects
16 groups 16 groups 16 groups 48 groups
64 subjects 64 subjects 64 subjects 1 9 2 subjects
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APPENDIX E
Rating Sheet
Not at a to some fairly
If you were to take all little extent much
this test again for
the same reasons, to
what extent would you
want to be retested
with th±3 present
group?
Indicate the extent to which each member's 
removal from the group would be a loss to 
the group's effectiveness.
Member1s
Seat Number no loss little loss some loss much loss a 
1 
2 
3 
k
a great 
deal
great loss
5
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